IT Training Press Releases (Jun 10)

Free compliance question bank from Saffron
Saffron Interactive, one of Europe’s leading e-learning, mobile and blended learning companies, is pleased to release a bank of questions that can be used to support compliance training courses.
Read full story

IITT links Training 2010 conference to follow-up professional development webinar series
Institute of IT Training | UK | 30-Jun-2010.
Professional training institute to make CPD webinars available to conference delegates
Read full story

Learning Light’s David Patterson gives keynote e-learning speech
Learning Light | Sheffield, UK | 30-Jun-2010.
David Patterson, of Learning Light, is a keynote speaker at the IADIS International 'Conference e-Learning 2010', being held in Freiburg, Germany, from 26th to 29th July. He will be addressing: 'E-learning: Regeneration, Research and Innovation'.
Read full story

Award-winning boost for QA's bespoke elearning team
QA | 30-Jun-2010.
QA is delighted to announce the appointment of Stephanie Dedhar, recently named as 'Instructional Designer of the Year' at the IT Training Awards 2010. The newly introduced award recognises exceptional instructional design, innovation in eLearning intervention and the delivery of measurable improvement for learners.
Read full story

Kineo US celebrates first year success
Kineo | Chicago, IL | 29-Jun-2010.
Kineo, the leader in e-learning, marked its one year anniversary in the U.S. on June 1, 2010 with a hugely successful first year, attracting and retaining great clients, expanding into multiple locations and growing a high performing team to address our U.S. clients' needs.
Read full story

PSL reveals the latest theory and practice in partnering in education
Effective collaboration is the key to gaining sustainable competitive advantage - not just within the private sector but throughout the economy, including the education sector.
Read full story

Cobent sponsors Brandon Hall Research 'Industry Trends in Compliance Training 2010' Webinar
Cobent Limited, a specialist compliance training solutions provider, sponsors a Brandon Hall Research webinar entitled 'Industry Trends in Compliance Training 2010'.
Read full story
Sussex technician claims top spot in the Skillauto competition

Eighteen year old Alex Knight who works for Gatwick Honda in Crawley, West Sussex, has been crowned the Automobile Technology (light vehicle) winner in the national skills competition.

Read full story

Strong year-end figures show QA bucking industry trends during turbulent times

The year-end results for QA, the UK's leading training company, show an increase in profit and net cash as the company continues its outstanding performance, despite difficult trading conditions.

Read full story

Luminosity eLearning software from CM Group now available to Universities

CM Group has announced that it is now making Luminosity, the distance learning authoring software available to the University and higher education sector.

Read full story

How to cut without killing: LINE helps organisations increase training efficiency

LINE Communications, one of Europe's leading providers of learning and communications, is helping organisations to find increased efficiencies in their provision of learning and communications as the government's recently announced budget calls for unprecedented cuts across the public service.

Read full story

Marshall ACM selects Upside Learning's award-winning LMS to manage training requirement for its global customers

Upside Learning, a recognized leader in training outsourcing, custom eLearning development & LMS solutions, announced today that Marshall ACM has selected UpsideLMS, Upside Learning's multi-award winning, flagship Learning Management System, to provide and manage training programmes for its clients around the globe.

Read full story

Giunti Labs’ e-learning helps women survive eclampsia, one of the leading causes of maternal death

Giunti Labs is adding its expertise to that of specialists at the University of Oxford to help to reduce problems associated with pre-eclampsia in pregnant women in the developing world.

Read full story

New Happy Book Released as Beta

The Happy Manifesto, the second book from training company Happy Ltd, has been released
in an online beta version. The idea is that, as with software, the book is market tested before publication with readers suggesting changes and even stories from their own experience.

Read full story

**LearningGuide Solutions introduces collaborative community for LearningGuide Manager authors**


LearningGuide Solutions has opened a private online community for customers to share tips, best practices, and ideas with other performance support professionals.

Read full story

**The Open University becomes a certified Microsoft IT Academy**

The Open University | Milton Keynes, UK | 23-Jun-2010.

The Open University (OU) is now a certified Microsoft IT Academy adding to its fast-growing suite of IT vendor certifications. The first course in the OU's Microsoft IT Academy programme TM128 Microsoft server technologies launches in October 2010 and registration is now open. The establishment of the Microsoft IT Academy builds on the OU's successful relationship with Cisco - it currently has the largest and fastest growing Cisco Academy in the UK.

Read full story

**George Osborne says "Get more for less". We say "we'll show you how"**

Virtual College | West Yorkshire | 23-Jun-2010.

In his first budget statement yesterday the Chancellor of the Exchequer George Osborne, said that he will control spending in government departments to 'get more for less'. The Lean Healthcare Academy can show you how.

Read full story

**Aurion Learning announces key new appointment**


Aurion Learning has today announced the appointment of a new Quality Assurance Engineer to support the company's expansion.

Read full story

**Aurion Learning celebrate double success at the Irish News Workplace Employment Awards**

Aurion Learning | Belfast | 22-Jun-2010.

Dr. Maureen Murphy, Director of Aurion Learning has offered her congratulations to the well-being hub for being a double winner at the Irish News 2010 Workplace and Employment Awards.

Read full story

**Eden Tree from GoodPractice launches the essential toolkit for the Learning and Development community**

GoodPractice | Edinburgh | 21-Jun-2010.

Eden Tree to offer high quality resources to support learning and development professionals including a suite of 'instant' training self-assessments, exercises, case studies, workshops and handouts from as little as 50p per download* Users report 80% time saving using Eden
Tree compared to trawling the internet

**UK top 50 IT training providers 2010**
*Pardo Fox | London | 21-Jun-2010.*
Pardo Fox, the leading specialist provider of market intelligence and strategic consultancy to the IT training industry, has published its annual table of the UK's Top 50 IT training providers by revenue.

**CM Group offering eLearning strategy consulting**
*CM Group | UK, Bristol | 19-Jun-2010.*
CM Group, one of the largest producers of eLearning courseware in the UK are offering a range of consulting services to those organisations entering the eLearning world for the first time or who are looking to ramp up their eLearning activity.

**BSI seeks views on new British Standard on collaborative business relationships**
The draft British Standard BS 11000 Collaborative business relationships is now out for public consultation. This standard builds upon the successful PAS 11000, the framework specification for supporting collaborative business partnering. BSI is seeking to capture views from industry and wider stakeholder groups.

**Presenting Ford of Europe's powerful results - LINE delivers case study to Europe’s HR and talent management community**
*LINE Communications | London | 18-Jun-2010.*
LINE Communications, one of Europe's leading providers of learning and communications solutions has sponsored the HR and Talent Summit at the Montreux Palace hotel in Montreux, Switzerland on 14th - 16th June. This is the fourth consecutive year that LINE has provided sponsorship for the annual event.

**Omniplex becomes Bloomfire’s first certified partner**
*Omniplex | Hemel Hempstead, UK, & Montreal, Canada | 18-Jun-2010.*
Omniplex, the internationally known e-learning solutions provider, has signed a reseller agreement with Bloomfire to become its first certified partner. Bloomfire is a contemporary social media tool which provides a way to share knowledge within an organisation or group.

**Brightwave becomes headline sponsor of E-Learning Awards 2010**
*Brightwave | Brighton, UK | 16-Jun-2010.*
Current award winner Brightwave, named E-Learning Development Company of the Year in 2009, today announces its headline sponsorship of the 2010 E-Learning Awards.
Edvantage group launch Interactive pdf functionality with CourseBuilder v5.6

Edvantage group, an e-learning company and Managed Learning Service provider, announces the latest release of the SaaS-based content authoring tool CourseBuilder, v5.6. The release includes new audio and visual functionality as well as the launch of Interactive pdfs.

Read full story

CERTPOINT Systems SVP of Global Strategic Initiatives-Kenneth Fung to present CERTPOINT’s vision on the present and future of mlearning at the mLearnCon Conference and Expo in San Diego, California

Highly recognized learning executive to answer some fundamental questions in the mobile learning industry.

Read full story

Kineo’s Sheffield e-learning base continues to grow

Kineo’s growth in the e-learning and Moodle LMS space has been reflected in strong growth in its Sheffield office. Building on this success, this week Kineo announces further new staff appointments in the Sheffield Team and an expansion into a new office space.

Read full story

Fortress signs extensive contract with Pearson VUE for effective test delivery

Fortress - an Egypt-based major training and financial service company - has signed an exclusive ten-year contract with Pearson VUE to deliver exams via computer-based testing.

Read full story

Brightwave to speak at INGO E-Learning Conference

Organised by Oxfam and BOND, the INGO E-Learning Conference has been created to help share experiences and hear different approaches to e-learning in the international NGO sector.

Read full story

Xyleme and the Chicago Police Department Keep Streets Safe with Mobile Content

At mLearnCon 2010 in San Diego, Xyleme and the Chicago Police Department present native XML single-source solution for eLearning and mobile performance support

Read full story

Saffron Interactive achieves results with Heathrow Express

Saffron Interactive | London, United Kingdom | 14-Jun-2010.
Saffron Interactive, one of Europe’s leading e-learning, mobile and blended learning companies, is delighted to announce the launch of a sub-surface fire awareness e-learning
course for Heathrow Express.

FPA and Aurion Learning win prestigious Charity Award
Aurion Learning | Belfast, Northern Ireland | 14-Jun-2010.
Sexual health charity FPA Northern Ireland are 'over the moon' after walking away with a prize at the prestigious Charity Awards 2010 for All about us, a groundbreaking CD-ROM on sex and relationships for people with learning disabilities.

Plateau expands iContent offering to deliver industry-leading content authoring capabilities
Plateau Systems, a leading provider of enterprise-class SaaS solutions for talent management, has expanded its iContent solution to include best-in-class content authoring and publishing capabilities.

EnlightKS extends its global ECDL/ICDL presence
EnlightKS | 14-Jun-2010.
EnlightKS, one of the largest, privately owned learning technologies businesses and leading provider of ECDL/ICDL testing solutions, has extended its global presence with new agreements signed in Romania, Poland and Singapore.

Rapid translation of eLearning courses into multiple languages with Luminosity
CM Group | Bristol UK | 12-Jun-2010.
For those clients for whom multi-language support is a must, CM Luminosity, part of CM Group, have announced a new rapid translation support module for Luminosity customers. The module fits alongside the Luminosity rapid eLearning authoring software to provide Luminosity users with the capability to automatically output XLIFF documents ready for translation by the chosen translation method. XLIFF is the industry standard XML document format for content translation and localisation.

DuPont Launches Ethics & Compliance Training Curriculum
DuPont Training Solutions powered by Coastal | Virginia Beach, VA | 10-Jun-2010.
DuPont Training Solutions powered by Coastal announces a new Ethics & Compliance training curriculum to help organizations meet corporate compliance requirements and champion ethical business practices.

Plateau Systems delivers platform-as-a-service for talent management cloud
Plateau Systems, a leading provider of enterprise-class SaaS solutions for talent management, has announced Plateau Foundation, the talent management industry’s first platform-as-a-service (PaaS) solution, allowing customers to implement specific extensions
to the Plateau Talent Management Suite to address their specific business requirements.

Read full story

**NetDimensions Wins 2010 Technology Company of the Year Award**

**NetDimensions** | Hong Kong | 10-Jun-2010.
NetDimensions has won Computerworld Hong Kong's coveted 2010 HK Technology Company of the Year Award.

Read full story

**Free Online Interactive Maths Resources launched for Irish Classrooms**

**ALISON** | 9-Jun-2010.
Ireland's performance in mathematics is 'average' which is no longer good enough to encourage a smart economy, according to a report submitted to the Minister for Education Mary Coughlan. The leading Irish-based free training provider with 400,000 learners worldwide is now offering a solution to help improve our performance in world league tables.

Read full story

**Interactivity Leader Raptivity Announces Support for Section 508 Guidelines**

**Harbinger Knowledge Products** | Redmond, WA | 9-Jun-2010.
New Release 5.6 Enhances Essential Pack Interactions, Supports Videos Among Other Media Types

Read full story

**PROJECT it becomes the latest Lean Healthcare Academy Product Partner**

**Virtual College** | West Yorkshire | 9-Jun-2010.
The Lean Healthcare Academy's Product Partner service has picked up another member in the shape of PROJECT it, one of the most experienced Events Production companies in the UK.

Read full story

**AAT Phases out Paper Based Exams in Favour of e-Assessments**

**BTL** | Shipley, United Kingdom | 9-Jun-2010.
The Association of Accounting Technicians (AAT) has announced that computer based assessments will be central to its revised qualification, due to be launched in July 2010.

Read full story

**Saffron Interactive and Bovis Lend Lease promote sustainability**

**Saffron Interactive** | London, United Kingdom | 8-Jun-2010.
Saffron Interactive, one of Europe's leading e-learning, mobile and blended learning companies, is proud to announce the development of a bespoke sustainability e-learning course at Bovis Lend Lease UK, a leading project management and construction company.

Read full story

**Learn.com to Market The Wall Street Journal SmartKit**

**Learn.com** | Sunrise, FL | 8-Jun-2010.
Learn.com®, the knowledge platformTM company, today announced an agreement to provide sales, marketing and product integration for The Wall Street Journal SmartKit, a
A product for corporate executives that includes content from The Wall Street Journal as well as other critical business intelligence sources.

Read full story

Batterjee Medical College selects Pearson VUE to deliver computer-based testing

A pioneering medical college based in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA) has signed an exclusive seven-year contract with Pearson VUE to receive quality solutions and services to meet its assessment needs.

Read full story

Ambitious social enterprise providing free IT skills

ALISON | 8-Jun-2010.
As organisations' IT training budgets continue to be cut, an ambitious social-enterprise is offering an innovative free solution. The online course-provider ALISON.com has just announced details of an introductory Information Technology course released to the public.

Read full story

QA again confirmed as UK’s top training company

QA | 8-Jun-2010.
Independent training research company Pardo Fox confirms QA’s status as the UK's top training provider for the fifth year in succession.

Read full story

How to shift your organisation towards social learning

Learning and Skills Group | London | 7-Jun-2010.
LSG2010 » 'How to shift your organisation towards social learning', by Jane hart and Barry Sampson, is one of the conference sessions arranged for L&D professionals at the upcoming Learning and Skills Group Conference - Tuesday 8 June, in London.

Read full story

Plateau Systems delivers the Spring 2010 release of the Plateau Talent Management Suite version 6

Plateau Systems, a leading provider of enterprise-class SaaS solutions for talent management, has published the Spring 2010 release of Plateau Talent Management Suite version 6 (TMS V6).

Read full story

David Wilson on how learning systems are changing

Learning and Skills Group | London | 4-Jun-2010.
LSG2010 » 'Rethinking access to learning - how learning systems are changing', by David Wilson, is one of the conference sessions arranged for L&D professionals at the upcoming Learning and Skills Group Conference on 8 June in London.

Read full story
DuPont Training Solutions Releases the DuPont™ Energy Efficiency eLearning Series
DuPont Training Solutions powered by Coastal | Virginia Beach, VA | 4-Jun-2010.
DuPont Training Solutions powered by Coastal announces the release of the DuPont™ Energy Efficiency e-learning series. The 16 online courses are designed to help industrial facilities around the world improve energy efficiency and profitability and are now available for free demonstration.
Read full story

Learn.com Further Increases Its Global Distribution Network - Signs Additional Implementation and Reseller Agreements in Europe, Middle East and Latin America
Learn.com | Sunrise | 3-Jun-2010.
Learn.com®, the Knowledge Platform™ company, today announced the signing of several strategic partner agreements in Europe, the Middle East and Latin America as part of the company’s ongoing expansion to deliver its cloud-based Knowledge Platform to global markets. Over the last 11 years, Learn.com implementation, referral, channel, consulting and reseller partners have helped develop a successful ecosystem and reputation in the e-learning and human capital management industries by helping clients succeed with industry-leading and award-winning technology and sound business consulting.
Read full story

Lean Healthcare Academy launches the 'Rapid Improvement Event - In a Bag'
Virtual College | West Yorkshire | 3-Jun-2010.
The Lean Healthcare Academy, leaders in the field of training, implementation and sustaining improvement activities across the whole health economy, have distilled all of their Lean knowledge on running Rapid Improvement Events for the NHS, and created a new product simply named the Rapid Improvement Event - In a Bag.
Read full story

Global LMS provider CERTPOINT Systems welcomed as sponsor of Learning and Skills Group
CERTPOINT | Brussels, Belgium | 3-Jun-2010.
CERTPOINT Systems, a leading provider of corporate training solutions, announced today that it had renewed its sponsorship of the Learning and Skills Group (LSG), a by-invitation international community of learning and development professionals. CERTPOINT Systems has sponsored the group since its inception three years ago.
Read full story

Saffron Interactive announces social learning in a box
Saffron Interactive | London | 2-Jun-2010.
Saffron Interactive, one of Europe's leading e-learning, mobile and blended learning companies, is proud to announce Social Learning in a box.
Read full story

SPJIMR Selects Upside Learning's UpsideLMS To Deliver Training To Its Students Online
Upside Learning | Pune, India | 2-Jun-2010.
Upside Learning, a recognized leader in training outsourcing, custom eLearning
development & LMS solutions, announced today that SP Jain Institute of Management & Research (SPJIMR), Mumbai, a leading Business School in India, has selected UpsideLMS, Upside Learning's multi-award winning, flagship learning management system to deliver online training to its students. UpsideLMS will be used for both course delivery and online exams.

Read full story

Basic Environmental Awareness Course Released
ALISON | 2-Jun-2010.
As the Gulf of Mexico oil spill continues to ravage the American coastline, the free online course provider, ALISON.com is drawing attention to the environment with the release of its new Geography course - 'Introduction to Environmental Awareness'.

Read full story

IMS Learning Impact Leadership Award for Giunti Labs and the Region of Tuscany
Giunti Labs | Florence, Italy | 2-Jun-2010.
Giunti Labs - the leading learning and mobile content management solution provider - has been given a 'Learning Impact Leadership Award' at this year's IMS Learning Impact Awards, held in Long Beach, California, in May.

Read full story

PracticeWorks to Power Knowledge Portal for Customer Product Training and Employee Development Using Learn.com
Learn.com | Sunrise, FL | 1-Jun-2010.
Learn.com®, the Knowledge Platform™ company, today announced that PracticeWorks Systems, LLC, headquartered in Atlanta, Georgia, the exclusive maker of KODAK Dental Systems for dental professionals nationwide, has selected the company's knowledge platform to provide product training to their customers and deploy learning and development curriculums for their internal staff

Read full story

IMRG lends support to Econsultancy’s MSc in Internet Retailing
Econsultancy | London | 1-Jun-2010.
Econsultancy, the internet marketing and ecommerce training specialist, has today announced IMRG's endorsement of its MSc in Internet Retailing.

Read full story

Aurion Learning and St. James’s Hospital launch exciting new learning hub
Aurion Learning | Belfast, Northern Ireland | 1-Jun-2010.
Aurion Learning and St. James's Hospital have launched an exciting new online learning resource to support healthcare staff in their continuing professional development. The hub is the successful result of the work carried out by St. James's Hospital in partnership with Aurion Learning, a specialist online learning solutions provider.

Read full story
Edvantage group partners with KESDEE to provide a full suite of financial e-learning content

Edvantage group, an e-learning company and Managed Learning Service provider, has entered into a reseller agreement with KESDEE, the world's largest financial e-learning company, to provide specialised learning resources and on-demand e-learning content for the financial services industry.

Read full story

Lean Healthcare Academy holds ‘Getting MORE for Less’ - free Healthcare seminar

An oversubscribed Healthcare event held in Sheffield last Tuesday (Tues, May 25) introduced professionals from across the NHS to valuable cost and time saving techniques that don't come at the expense of service delivery and quality.

Read full story
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